
Week 2 (22/06/2020 to 26/06/2020): Crafty Characters - Getting to know the jaguar’s nature/character 
English  
Jungle Jaguar 
 

 
 

Activity 1 
Read the poem 
‘Jungle Jaguar’ 
and answer the 

questions. 

Activity 2 
Using the ‘character word mat 

activity sheet’, create a word mat 
to develop language to describe 

the jaguar’s character. Don’t forget 
to ‘magpie’ words from yesterday's 

poem. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=v5iqc8iG0qU (Adult may need to 

watch video first - catches prey 
towards the end of video) 

Activity 3 
Using your word mat from yesterday, 
use a thesaurus (online/book) to find 

synonyms for the nouns and 
adjectives you thought of. Then 
create examples of similes and 

alliteration to describe the jaguar - 
Add these to your word mat or onto 

a separate piece of paper. 

Activity 4 
Watch the videos about the jaguar. Note 

down any more words that you didn’t think 
of about the jaguar’s appearance and 

character. 
Challenge: Note down any phrases/ 

sentences/words that the narrator uses that 
make learning about the jaguar exciting. 

Activity 5 
It is time to continue our information 

book about jaguars. This week you 
need to write the ‘Crafty Characters’ 
page. Write 5 sentences about the 
jaguar’s character/nature including 

how it likes to live alone, special skills 
(swimming/climbing/hearing) and 

hunting. 

Maths Solitary Souls 
Jaguars like to live, hunt and survive alone. Male jaguars need 80km to 90km to survive. This ‘range’ (space) is important so they have enough space to hunt and be away from other 
jaguars. Male jaguars are active in the day and night. They can travel up to 10km during the night on their hunts.  
Task: How long is your garden? Your road (if safe)? How many times would you have to travel up and down your garden/road to travel 1000 metres (1km)?  
Challenge: How many times would you have to travel up and down your garden/road to travel 10km? 

Science 

 

Comparative Cats                                                                                                                                                                                  Big Cats Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BYm_Mn7Hxag 
Using the ‘Big Cat Fact File’, find out about tigers, lions, jaguars and leopards. What is similar about these big cats? What makes each type of big cat distinctive/unique?  
Task: Using your scientific classifying and grouping skills, compare these four big cats using what you know about their features and nature/behaviour. 
Challenge: Can you find your own way of ‘grouping’ and ‘sorting’ and test the class? 

Geography 
Computing 

 

Active Animals                                                                                                                                                                             Jaguar hunting at night: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNGBZrdZyTE 
Jaguars like to live, hunt and survive alone. Male jaguars are active in the day and night. They can travel up to 10km during the night on their hunts. 
Task: Using digimaps, find and create two 5km routes from your house using Digmaps. https://digimapforschools.edina.ac.uk/resources/mapyourwalk/ 
Challenge: What prey might a jaguar find on your route? Can you think about this when creating your route? Add pictures to your route to show where they might find their prey. 

Art/DT 

 

Creative Camouflage                                    Licking up Lizard Lunch video (Jaguar hunting scenes): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kgv9vo9V1vU 
Jaguars use their patterned coats as camouflage so that they can disappear in their surroundings and make it harder for their prey to see them coming. What other animals use 
camouflage to help them? Task: Using camouflage as inspiration, create a piece of artwork. 
Challenge: Can you use different types of medium (collage/paint/crayon etc) to create your piece of work? 
A bit of fun: Can you use camouflage to ‘hide’ in your house? Take a picture of your use of camouflage. 

Music ROOOAAARRR  
A jaguar’s call is called a ‘saw’ because it sounds like sawing wood in one direction. 
Task: Can you recreate different animal noises using your voice and objects around your house/garden? Record the ones you make. Perhaps the rest of the class can guess the 
animals. Challenge: Create a sequence/composition of these sounds to create ‘animal music’ and record your ‘song’.  
Big Cat Sounds: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFCv02IGtn4 Wild Animal Sounds: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14LDUtA7G84 

PSHE Munching Machines                                           
A Jaguar’s Diet – There are 85 species in the jaguar’s diet. They will eat almost anything to survive. 
Task: Can you think of 85 things you eat to survive? 

PE 

 

Active Animals                                                                                                                                                                            Jaguar hunting at night: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNGBZrdZyTE 
Jaguars like to live, hunt and survive alone. Male jaguars are active in the day and night. They can travel up to 10km during the night on their hunts. 
Task: Track how far you walk on your next family walk. How does this compare to the jaguar? Challenge: How far can you walk across a week? Track and record this data and compare this 
to how far the jaguar can travel in one night! 
Challenge 2: Use ‘Digimaps’ to map your route to share with the class. https://digimapforschools.edina.ac.uk/resources/mapyourwalk/ 
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